Scholy is a software for the realisation of an online collection of biographical data about university teachers. The catalog entries contain information on the biography, the academic profile and the social activities of the teaching and research staff.

Scholy core was developed in the framework of project Kiel Directory of Scholars in a cooperation between the Department of Regional History with focus on Schleswig-Holstein in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Times and the Research Group for Communication Systems.

The project is supported by the long-term project partner, the University Library and the University Computing Centre of Kiel University.

The Kiel Directory of scholars is integrated into the teaching of the Historical Seminar of Kiel University and shows how research processes can be supported with the methods of Digital Humanities.

An online directory of professors makes it possible to deal with numerous questions in cultural, social and educational history.

Since 2015, scientists and the interested public have access to information on the scientific profiles and social activities of a total of 1,200 professors from Kiel.

The project is supported by the long-term project partner, the University Library and the University Computing Centre of Kiel University.
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Features:
- Detailed Vita
- Academic Profile
- Life Stations
- Social Activities
- Family Tree Visualization
- Autocomplete Search
- Convenient Editor
- SPARQL Endpoint
- Geographic Information System
- Historically Reworked Maps

Built with:
- Grails Framework
- Apache Jena Fuseki
- Elasticsearch
- TileStache
- Mapnik + Postgis
- Ansible + Vagrant
- Bootstrap

Scholy – Technological Basis of the Kiel Directory of Scholars

Scholy – A Linked Open Data Platform for Realising Directories of Scholars

Scholar Directory

Teaching

The Kiel Directory of Scholars is integrated into the teaching of the Historical Seminar of Kiel University and shows how research processes can be supported with the methods of Digital Humanities.

Research

An online directory of professors makes it possible to deal with numerous questions in cultural, social and educational history.

Public

Since 2015, scientists and the interested public have access to information on the scientific profiles and social activities of a total of 1,200 professors from Kiel.

Network

The project is supported by the long-term project partner, the University Library and the University Computing Centre of Kiel University.